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INTRODUCTION
An interesting question a customer asked me recently, is: would you describe your company as a
technology company? After thinking about this, the short answer would be: yes and no.
For sure, our core business is about developing and implementing cutting edge software solutions. And
our developers and 3D-modellers operate at the frontline of technology. On the other hand, technology
is only one of the pillars that support what we do.
For us, state-of-the-art technology is not a goal in itself, but a tool that enables incident responders to
become better at what they do, and develop the skills that are crucial in their important, risky work.
This is why our team features not just world-class developers and 3D-modellers, but also education and
training specialists with decades of experience in the field. It is why our team travels the world, to meet
customers and learn from their experience. It is also why we work closely with international universities,
researchers and institutes to build and expand the scientific framework that supports our products.
For us, simulation is not just about flashy graphics. It is a tool, designed and developed to help people
get better at saving lives.
This whitepaper explores the philosophy and principles that underpin the XVR Simulation platform, as
well as the tangible benefits of virtual reality training that are identified by independent research and,
importantly, our customers.
Enjoy reading this document, and please feel free to give us feedback.
After all, learning from you enables us to keep improving our products
and services.

Joost Beerthuis
CEO XVR Simulation

Definition of emergency preparedness:
“Actions taken in anticipation of an emergency to facilitate rapid, effective and
appropriate response to the situation”. [1]
PfP (Partnership for Peace) countries definition:
“Emergency situation is a situation in a specific area, resulting from an accident,
dangerous natural phenomenon or any kind of disaster, which may entail, or have
entailed, human casualties, damage to health and the environment, significant
material losses and disruption of everyday life”. [2]

A POWERFUL LEARNING TOOL
Simulation has already been in use to train emergency services for decades.
The value of simulation for training purposes lies in its ability to have
trainees experience incident situations in a safe, contained, comfortable,
repeatable, controllable, and measurable environment.

Throughout the years, simulation has proven itself as a particularly useful
tool to help trainees understand concepts by experience, to acquire
practical knowledge in a relatively short timeframe, practice decision
making in critical situations and experience situations that rarely occur in
real life.

As an addition to live training, virtual reality simulation provides essential
scenario training in which recurring protocols can be practiced in complex,
repeatable scenarios of widely different scales.

By reducing the reliance on live training, it has the potential to reduce the
need for returning costs in resources like personnel, props and possible
travel costs and training spaces. The output of your training is consequently
increased, whilst the input of long term training costs and resources is
reduced significantly.

X V R I N G R E AT E R M A N C H E S T E R
FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service

charge. They can design and build any scenario

started using XVR simulation based training in

appropriate to the training they wish to

2013 to provide high quality training and to

deliver. The scenario plays a supportive role

develop the skills of personnel in a command

in achieving the learning objectives that are

role.[3] By the start of the 2014/15 training

set by the instructor, rather than being limited

year, XVR software and simulation based

to the parameters set by the software. XVR

training was fully embedded and used to its full

software provides the flexibility to recreate

capability. In addition, Greater Manchester Fire

incidents that are not normally experienced on

and Rescue Service recognised the advantages

a daily basis as an operational firefighter. These

of introducing XVR to other agencies such as the

varied operational scenarios help the Incident

Police and Ambulance services with a view to

Commanders gain

developing large scale, multi-agency incidents.

and enable them to make better decisions at

Thereby helping to develop better working

incidents. The more experienced the Incident

practise and greatly improve the efficiency and

Commander is, the less command stress they

effectiveness of multi-agency working.

will experience at an incident, due to the broad

XVR software allows instructors to be in

training experiences they have gained through

operational experience

simulation based training. This ultimately

by running a small incident and to practice

results in effective Incident Command (IC) and

decision-making as part of their Maintenance

improved crew and public safety.

of Skills (MOS) development."

"XVR is a very cost effective way of providing this

Furthermore, the mobile set is used to let

type of training. It also reduces the operational

trainees complete the practical part of the IC

impact on the organisation by reducing the

assessment. Station Manager Kev O’Connor

amount of resources required to provide

explains: “We’re running the IC courses in-

Incident Command training. XVR enables us to

house rather than sending candidates to the

recreate large scale incidents in a virtual reality

Fire Service College for a couple of reasons.

(VR) world which in real life would require a vast

It allows us to have more control over the

amount of resources and the cost implications

assessments; it means that candidates don’t

of that would be very high."

have to travel all that way and stay away from
home; and it saves a huge amount of money,

"In 2015, we also started using a mobile

which will allow us to provide these qualified

simulation set that we take out to stations

skills to more colleagues."

across Greater Manchester to let firefighters
informally run their own scenarios. The aim is

“Running the first three courses alone has

to give firefighters a better understanding of

resulted in a real-term saving of around £50,000

how an incident is managed and give them the

and these savings can only increase as we deliver

chance to develop their decision-making skills

more internally provided courses.”

VIRTUAL REALITY AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING TOOLBOX
I think we should not compare “live” training against virtual
simulation training. It is not possible to say which is better - hammer
or screwdriver. Every tool serves a purpose and in reality the more
tools we have in the toolbox the better.

Marek Link, Estonian Academy of Security Sciences
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Marek Link
Vice-Rector, Research and Development

Estonian Academy of Security Sciences, Estonia

“30% less mistakes in routine procedures”

XVR users at our academy. Already 70% of all
field managers in Estonia have experience with

“We use virtual reality training for 57 different

virtual reality training and we still experience

learning objectives. The majority of our training

growing demand from clients such as rescue

is focused on crisis and large scale incident

services and police departments. Virtual reality

management (60%) and the related decision

enables us to train more people simultaneously,

making processes. We also have specific

which leads to bigger savings. Although we

training sessions for tactical and strategic

need to conduct further research on the results,

command, crisis communication, riot control,

our non-formal assessments demonstrate that

CBRN incident management, CSI investigation,

students who participated in virtual reality

illegal border crossing incident management,

training tend to make approximately 30%

and critical infrastructure protection.”

less mistakes in routine procedures in real
life conditions.”

“Since 2009 we have tripled the number of

“Virtual reality training might be more expensive

than basic classroom lectures, but it reduces

Furthermore, the use of virtual reality training

the need for large-scale ‘boots on the ground’

has helped us to build a reputation across the

exercises which are very costly and complex to

EU and beyond as an innovation-based training

set up, but often have a questionable learning

institution.

value. Our experience is that – provided that you
apply it on a sufficient scale – the investment
in virtual reality training definitely pays off.

MODERN FIREFIGHTING

TRAINING AND SUPPORT TO OPERATION IN A MODERN
FIREFIGHTING EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SCENARIO
Among a growing number of Australian

architecture can allow for training and

fire services, it is appreciated that

exercising of situations that are not

innovative computer-based simulation

possible in any other format and across

may offer many advantages for training

different levels of command. Furthermore

emergency responders. New technology

Computer Simulation-Enhanced training

has the potential to improve emergency

is easily repeatable and less resource-

and disaster management capability by

intensive.

using internet-based classrooms in a
“Virtual Academy” environment. A critical

To design and develop a really innovative

advantage is the ability to deliver this

and

technology to remote locations using the

architecture, the authors focused to

Internet and virtual worlds to allow ‘in-

provide real benefits to fire services,

situ’ training, making it more accessible

volunteers and other services. This has

to members, especially volunteers, at a

been possible conducting a rigorous

great distance from the training centre.

training needs analysis and systems

effective

web-based

solution

requirements to choose the best solutions
A well known benefit of training with
simulation, especially in a bushfire
environment, is that the proposed

to fulfil presumed training objectives.[4]

BENEFITS OF VIRTUAL REALITY
Computer simulations – increasingly synonymous with ‘virtual reality’ simulations – are routinely used
for training under circumstances that would be too costly, too complex or too dangerous to recreate
in real life. Virtual reality simulation has key benefits compared to other types of simulation, such as
live simulation, tabletop simulation and scale models:

Creating complex and repeatable events of any scale
Most importantly, modern simulation software allows instructors to create events of any scale
in a virtual environment. From simple scenarios to train one specific skill, to large-scale disasters
that would be extremely hard to recreate in live simulation – for instance a large motorway
accident or a rapidly spreading fire in a chemical plant. An additional benefit is the ability to
replay scenarios for evaluation purposes, for which you would need to set up dozens of cameras
in a live simulation setting.

Flexibility
Virtual reality simulation is flexible, because instructors can easily build an enormous variety
of incident scenarios by picking and combining different environments and objects from a
database.

Time saving
The advantage of virtual training is that it has a substantial effect on time management: the
instructor is able to train many different scenarios in the same time it would take to train only a
few scenarios in live training.

Cost-effectiveness
Especially compared to live training, virtual reality is cost-effective, because it requires less training
staff and reduces the need to build up elaborate physical training environments.

Sustainability
Virtual reality creates multiple opportunities to reduce the environmental footprint of your
training curriculum.
For instance, virtual reality allows Incident Command training without the drawbacks of setting
up a live training area, such as the burning of materials for fires, usage of firewater and wear
and tear of materials. Virtual reality also gives you the possibility of remote training through
online networks, which negates the need for trainees or instructors to travel to and from remote
locations.
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Martijn Wassenaar
Business development manager Scenario Based- and Crisis Management Training

Falck Safety Services B.V., the Netherlands

“Virtual reality enables us to create a fully

from alarm signals of fire warning systems to

immersive training environment”

incoming calls by role players. We use XVR to
complete the array of input channels by creating

“We use XVR primarily in our scenario based

virtual CCTV-images of the incident and a ‘radar

and crisis management training solutions. Our

screen’ which shows an overview of the area

most striking application of XVR is the (Bridge)

with radar images overlaying an XVR-generated

Control Room, which we use primarily in STCW*-

map.”

refresher training for maritime staff."
“Secondly, XVR enables us to train the entire
“XVR brings us two specific benefits. Firstly, it

command chain simultaneously, from crew

enables us to create a fully immersive training

member to captain. Normally you would have to

environment. We go to great lengths to give

train a Fire Team Member and Fire Team Leader

trainees a realistic sense of being in an incident,

in separate scenarios. Now we can train them in

by creating input through various channels –

the same scenario. In a single exercise, we have

a fire crew training to extinguish a real burning

advantage, but I would say that for us, the most

fire, while their commander is in the (Bridge)

important benefit of XVR is the contribution

Control Room getting feedback as well as XVR-

it makes to the quality and immersion of

generated input, making decisions supported

our scenario based training solutions. Our

by emergency protocols and crew deployment."

customers confirm that the addition of
virtual reality greatly enhances the realism of

“This ability to train multiple command

the training.

levels simultaneously does have an efficiency

* Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping

VIRTUAL REALITY VERSUS HYBRID AND
REAL LIFE TRAINING
The main scepticism regarding computer

images or additional information are integrated

simulation for training purposes is the

into a live scene of the real world.

supposed lack of a tactile connection with

To be clear, virtual reality will never fully replace

the virtual incident scenario. This has inspired

real life or hybrid simulation, nor should it. The

the development of many forms of hybrid

question that should always be asked is: which

simulation, in which live simulation and

form of simulation offers the most effective

computer simulation are combined.

training solution, depending on the target group
and learning objectives.

Ongoing technological developments enable
the inclusion of additional elements that

And for certain specific learning goals, computer

strengthen the immersive effect of a simulation.

simulation can be a very effective standalone

Think for instance of location aware devices,

training tool. This is particularly the case for

such as smart phones, that can record data

training the safety awareness of Incident

during exercises for evaluation purposes.

Commanders, because computer simulation

Mobile devices also provide camera and video

is highly effective in training and assessing

capabilities of increasing quality, which enable

cognitive abilities.

the use of augmented reality, where virtual

SERIOUS GAMING

EVALUATION OF SERIOUS GAMING,
DUTCH NATIONAL POLICE

The Dutch National Police considers serious gaming
a promising tool to support the development of the
national police force as part of a broad innovation
strategy.

Based on these developments, they worked with XVR
Simulation to set up two pilots in 2012 to test the
learning method serious gaming at the AmsterdamAmstelland police region. From the responses of the
participants, it was clear that this learning method
was considered highly instructive and that there is
a great need and desire to train and practice with
serious gaming. Therefore, the Dutch National Police
considers serious gaming as a valuable addition and
extension of the current operational practices.[5]

The Effective Command model, developed by
Katherine Lamb, uses virtual reality simulation to
develop command and decision making capabilities.
These capabilities focus on developing decision
making behaviours applicable at all command
levels of the emergency services. The use of
XVR simulation software provides an immersive,
dynamic and reactive environment to replicate the
chaos and pressure experienced at an incident.
The Effective Command assessment uses established
introspective training techniques [6] that focus on the
cognitive decision making skills of the commander
and is supported by comprehensive, incident
command specific, decision making research.[7]
This cohesive and holistic approach is in use in
many countries and results in the development of
the ‘thinking commander’, an individual who has
the experience, competence and confidence to use
operational discretion, to deal with the unexpected.

THE EFFECTIVE COMMAND MODEL

USING VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATION
TO BUILD COMMAND CAPABILITIES:
THE EFFECTIVE COMMAND MODEL
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Barry Alderslade
Deputy Airport Fire & Compliance Manager

Gatwick Airport, UK

“Virtual reality training will help save us over

and more efficient by switching to an in-house

£80,000 in four years”

training using virtual reality.”

“The Gatwick Airport Facility Services (AFS)

“This led to a very attractive business case.

employs 25 Operational Managers who need

By utilising virtual reality, we would negate

to have their Advanced Airport Operations

the need to send personnel to an Approved

certificate

years.

Training Provider (ATP) for an entire week every

Conventionally, we send them to a one-week

four years. This would not only improve the

external refresher training. This brings significant

competence levels of all personnel, but also

additional costs in man-hours (approximately

deliver significant cost savings in the process.”

revalidated

every

four

50 hours per person) and subsistence.
Since we already used XVR for several other

“We are now ready to implement an in-house

training purposes, we decided to analyse if we

revalidation which will be run every two years.

could make the mandatory training cheaper

These courses will be run while the trainees are

operational, which reduces the additional cost

capability and also identify pinch points in our

in man-hours. Moving to an in-house process

TRA for a CAT 10 airport. XVR enables us to

will generate a financial saving of more than

test the response from not only the airport but

£80,000 over each four-year period. In addition,

also from the responding Emergency Blue Light

a number of our clients have already enquired

responders in a very realistic, cost-effective way

about the possibility of revalidating their own

in real time”

staff once the scheme has been approved by
the industry regulator. “

“Furthermore, we use XVR to facilitate Gatwick’s
mandatory table top licensing exercise planned

“Besides the refresher training, we use XVR as a

for March 2016. And we are planning on using

modelling tool for part of our TRA (Task Resource

XVR to run a number of security themed

Analysis) process. This enables us to test if we

exercises with our security services.

have the right resources to match our declared

TRAINING METHODS SUPPORTED BY
XVR VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATION
Emergency services and security services, as well as private companies in various sectors, use virtual
reality software to train incident commanders in a variety of training methods.

Individual Training
One-on-one training for Incident Commanders, job competency assessment, etc.

Team Training
Training in groups for developing communication, teamwork, testing and evaluating protocols.

Education & Classroom Training
For plenary discussions and evaluation of scenarios.

Remote Training
Joint participation in a simulation from multiple locations. Remote training supports numerous
applications, such as virtual simulation complementary to real life exercises, learning at home,
and multi-agency exercises.

Self-led exercises
Preprogrammed training scenarios, that students can use for self-led exercises and training.

THE IMPORTANCE OF IMMERSION
Immersion – experiencing a sense of realism and involvement in a simulation – is
the key factor that determines the effectiveness of any simulation-based training.
The virtual reality environment provided by the XVR simulation platform gives the
student the immersive perception of the incident as if they were actually there:
walking around the 3D environment, they get a realistic perspective of the whole
incident situation. It is also important that this environment is accompanied by
realistic interaction between the students and role-players, and that the scenario reacts to actions taken by the student. The consequences of these decisions made by
students are essential in order for the student to review their actions and evaluate
the situation appropriately.
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Jaap de Geus
Trainer

UMCG Ambulancezorg / Ambulancezorg Fryslân, the Netherlands

“It has become much easier to train a wide

expanded its use in our training and education

variety of incident scenarios”

curriculum. We now use virtual reality to train
paramedics of various experience levels to

“We started using virtual reality in 2008, to

respond and execute procedures in a wide

train escalated emergency responses. Initially

variety of incident scenarios, such as airplane

we created small-scale scenarios to train

or train incidents. Virtual reality enables us to

paramedics at on-scene arrival procedures.

run large-scale exercises. For instance, in 2012

The next application of virtual reality was to

and in 2014 we used it to train 660 ambulance

use virtual scenarios in recruitment procedures

workers in 26 days in escalated incidents.

to assess candidates on decision making,

We also organise annual command & control

situational awareness and communication

training in one of the three northern Dutch

skills.”

provinces (Fryslân) for paramedics, dispatch

“As virtual reality technology improved, we

operators and incident commanders by using a

combination of virtual reality and whiteboard

broader variety of incidents. Another advantage

training (Emergo Train System)."

is that you can let trainees practice procedures
in a completely controlled environment. This

“To me, the biggest benefit of virtual reality

makes the training experience much more

is that you have endless possibilities to build

realistic and therefore much more effective.

and adapt scenarios. This allows us to give
ambulance crew training experience in a much

VIRTUAL REALITY PUTS THE INSTRUCTOR IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT
In operational situations, incident commanders

This creates a powerful immersive effect, which

rely foremost on their routine in applying

stimulates trainees to use their creativity and gut

standard operating procedures. On top of that,

feeling to make decisions in an incident scenario.

they need to build experience, and ultimately

The instructor can enhance this immersive

creativity and intuition in order to make split-

effect further by adding sudden developments

second decisions under pressure. To build

and events in the scenario. Because trainees

these skills in their trainees, instructors must

actually experience the scenario rather than

be able to utilize their own experience and

learning the theory, simulation is demonstrably

creativity. Virtual reality simulation provides

better in achieving knowledge retention.

a highly effective supporting tool that enables
instructors to take full control.

XVR can be utilized on individual, team and
classroom level. Depending on the teaching

The instructor can design and build training

or training objectives, the instructor is able to

scenarios according to their specific training

assess different required skills and combine

objectives. By putting the trainees in an

them with the right training method. Students

interactive environment where their actions

are trained in cognitive decision making skills,

directly influence the outcome of events, they

communication skills and learn to act under

are confronted with all the pressures of an

stress caused by limitations in for example time,

actual incident.

resources and space.
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Leen Versluijs
Manager Education and Training Multi and Mono

Safety Region Zeeland, the Netherlands

“It is much easier to train people in responding

under pressure. For instance when they arrive

to changing circumstances”

at an incident scene, where victims need to
be evacuated from a building that is on fire.

“We use virtual reality mainly for training

With virtual reality, it is very easy to introduce

Incident Commanders in fundamental skills

sudden changes such as an increase of smoke,

such as emergency response. But we also

which force the trainees to adjust their initial

deploy it in more specialized training, such

response plan. This is far more difficult in real

as incidents at industrial plants and handling

life simulations. Another advantage is that

hazardous materials. In my experience, the

our virtual reality simulation set is mobile and

biggest strength of virtual reality is that it

very easy to set up. This enables us to organise

allows you to create a training environment that

training on site so trainees can remain on active

forces trainees to make split second decisions

duty, even on remote locations.

THE FUTURE OF
Off-the-shelf, web-based solutions
Ongoing improvements in safety standards
will likely lead to a continuing decrease of
operational incidents in the future. [8] This also
means that maintaining sufficient operational
experience

and

incident

preparedness

among incident responders will become an
increasingly urgent issue. One effective way to
tackle this issue is to improve the accessibility
of simulation technology. In the coming years,
increasing availability of web-based, off-theshelf simulation software, can meet the need
for flexible, cost-effective training solutions.

New applications of virtual reality
Rather than one type of simulation replacing
another, real life and virtual reality simulation

VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATION
will continue to be used side by side for training

fidelity – how faithful and accurate is the

incident responders. They are complementary

simulation in its reproduction of reality?

disciplines that each offer specific benefits for

Increased fidelity can be achieved in several

training specific skills and capabilities. Having

ways, for instance by improving visual projection

said that, virtual reality has proven itself as a

technology.

particularly useful tool to counter the increasing

developments in this area have been:

In

recent

years,

interesting

risk of skill fade among incident commanders.

• HD Video;

Its ability to let trainees experience and act

• VR visors, such as the Oculus Rift;

in large scale, complex events, as well as its

• Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD);

flexibility and cost effectiveness, makes virtual

• Geospatial (GIS) data;

reality a crucial tool to achieve and maintain

• Artificial Intelligence; and

sufficient fire incident preparedness.

• Constructive simulation.
While it might seem attractive to implement

Increasing fidelity through technological

these innovations in all simulation based

innovation

training programmes, one should always remain

When it comes to the effectiveness of virtual

critical and consider whether a new technology

reality simulation, a common focus point is

actually leads to a more effective training tool.
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Detlef Damaske

Lower Saxony Academy for Fire and Disaster Response, Germany

“Virtual reality enables us to achieve a better

scenario with a maximum of three participants,

learning curve”

which meant we always had to make the other
trainees wait in the hallway.”

“Traditionally, our academy has been using
scale models to train students on operating in

“Virtual reality allows us to build and adapt

incident situations. This method is labour, time

training scenarios with very little preparation

and cost intensive. You have to make, edit and

and also to exchange scenarios for free with

print many photographs of the objects, build up

other fire fighting academies. The use of virtual

the entire model and remove it afterwards. The

reality also means no more building costs

costs in time, materials and printing come back

for scale models, or unnecessary waiting for

with every new training scenario. Additionally,

students. Just turn the pc on, load the scenario

the models and vehicles are subject to wear

and go!”

and tear and need replacement at some point.

“Because building training scenarios is now

Furthermore, we could only run a training

cheaper and easier, we can create greater

diversity and realism in emergency situations,

sounds. This realism greatly enhances the

which helps us achieve a better learning curve.

immersive effect on students. It also supports

For instance, reconnaissance training in incident

CBRN-exercises because the student can be

command becomes much more realistic. It also

equipped with binoculars and chemical and

forces trainees to think much harder about

radiation measuring equipment."

placing the vehicles.”

“Finally, the ability to create preprogrammed

“In virtual reality scenarios the position of the

events eliminates the need for an additional

student is clear at all times, whereas with scale

instructor, who would be needed in a

models, this needs to be pointed out regularly.

scale model training of similar complexity.

There are more viewing options than with scale

We still use scale models for training with

models, even when you combine them with

multiple command procedures on multiple

edited photos. Fire, smoke, vapours, spilled

command levels, but in many aspects virtual

fluids and cars can be displayed realistically

reality is a valuable addition to our training

and can even be enhanced with prerecorded

methodology.
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Denis Delclos
Chef du Groupe Simulation Opérationelle

Brigade de sapeurs-pompiers de Paris (BSPP), France

“Virtual reality is a marvellous training tool

exercises. But we soon started to use these

because it allows the realistic reproduction

images and videos as standalone tools, for

of any emergency situation that happened

instance to explain the process of operational

or could happen. Everything can be made

decision making. A one- or two-minute video is

virtually, from a plane crash to a boat or tunnel

capable of immersing students in a particular

accident, but also flooding, terrorist attacks,

context and getting them to think about their

urban violence and road traffic accidents."

response, how to sectorise the incident and
prioritise their actions. We also use videos to

"We started using virtual reality training in

prepare for field exercises, allowing all the team

2012. In the first few years, we used images

members to develop a common operational

and videos from virtual reality scenarios and

picture, without conflicting interpretations."

combined them with ‘classic’ conceptual

"At the moment we are focusing on trainees’

screams, etc.). Rather, it is a complementary

ability to think and make decisions. In the

tool that enables trainees to build experience

future, we want to expand the use of virtual

in incident scenarios that are uncommon in real

reality to the development of reflex actions,

life. Virtual reality also enables us to train our

assess the stress levels of candidates and push

teams in realistic conditions without having to

the boundaries of those in our ranks."

expose them to actual risks. This way we can
train them more before they go out into the field

"Simulation will never replace live exercises (the

and maintain the highest level of competency

impact of walking distances, the heat of flames,

throughout their careers.

THE XVR PLATFORM

XVR On Scene
The 3D simulation platform for operational

XVR Resource & Casualty Management

and tactical training of incident responders.

XVR Resource & Casualty Management is

Participants move around in the virtual

specifically developed for practicing the logistic

environment of an incident scenario. The

aspects of contingency planning across the

instructor can build any scenario and has full

entire emergency services chain.

control of the scenario during the training
session.

Incident response training is essential for well qualified personnel. Therefore, XVR Simulation
developed a virtual reality training platform for education, training and assessment of Incident
Commanders of operational level up to strategic level.

XVR Control Room

XVR Crisis Media

Simulation of maritime, offshore, tunnel and

Enables incident responders to practice in the

industrial, safety and process control systems.

management of media and public responses,
by realistic simulation of news media and social
media.

THE POWER OF SIMULATION: A FOUNDER’S PERSPECTIVE
When we started with XVR Simulation, we

It makes us incredibly proud and excited to see

were driven by an idea: that simulation could

how world-class companies and institutions

help incident responders get better at dealing

around the world have embraced the concept

with emergencies and, as a result, get better at

of virtual reality training. We are continuously

saving lives.

expanding both the body of scientific research
that supports it and the practical results that

In the years since, we have been travelling

prove its merit in the field of training and

the world to spread this idea and convince

education.

organisations of the potential of virtual reality
simulation as a training and education tool for

Simulation training has grown into a globally

incident responders.

acknowledged part of the instructor’s toolkit.
And there are still tremendous opportunities

We knew from the start that we needed to

for expanding and improving its application. We

back up the promise of our idea by building a

hope this whitepaper has inspired you to join us

solid track record. This required a solid product

on this ongoing journey.

development strategy, but most of all the trust
and commitment of our customers.

Martijn Boosman and Steven Lohman, founders
of XVR Simulation
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A production of XVR Simulation BV
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About XVR Simulation
XVR Simulation started in 2000 as an idea: to harness simulation technology to improve the capabilities
of incident responders. Since then, we have built a position as a leading developer of training software
for safety and security professionals.
Vision
A growing number of scientific publications indicate that simulation is crucial for developing and
training the tactical and operational capabilities of incident responders. Traditional real life simulations
are costly and complicated to set up and run. Virtual reality simulation has proven itself as a flexible
and cost-effective alternative. The XVR platform is a valuable addition to traditional training and
simulation methods.
Worldwide
XVR is being used by over 200 customers in 30 countries worldwide. XVR Simulation works in
partnerships with national and international government agencies, research institutes and private
companies.

Want to know more?
XVR Simulation BV
Westlandseweg 40-C
2624 AD Delft
the Netherlands

XVR Simulation Asia Pte. Ltd.
Singapore Science Park I, The Franklin
3 Science Park Drive #03-17
Singapore 118223

Telephone: +31 15 2125276
Fax: +31 15 2148155
E-mail: info@xvrsim.com

XVR Simulation Service & Support Team
Telephone: +31 15 2148520
E-mail: support@xvrsim.com

Website: www.xvrsim.com
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THE ADDED VALUE OF

VIRTUAL REALITY SIMULATION
FOR SAFETY AND SECURITY
How virtual reality simulation can bring tangible benefits to
your training capabilities.
XVR is the comprehensive VIRTUAL training software by XVR Simulation BV. XVR provides
a flexible platform which can be used for wide-ranging training in realistic and immersive
scenarios. The instructor is in control, and has the ability to use XVR as a limitless
education and training tool to achieve many learning objectives.
Virtual training brings your organisation crucial benefits, including:
• Higher skilled safety and incident response professionals;
• Cost-effective solutions for a wide array of training, education, assessment and
evaluation purposes;
• Flexibility for creating many different training scenarios.
In this whitepaper, we explore the specific merits of virtual reality simulation, and its role
in the instructor’s training toolbox. Because the proof of the pudding is in the eating, this
paper also features testimonials by several of our innovative customers, who explain how
the XVR virtual reality platform has benefited their organisations from both a training and
an organisational resilience perspective.

